Case Study

eBusiness Solutions
Summary

Industry:

Drink - Alcoholic

Application:

Easy Order System

Actual Saving:

£N/A

Payback Period:

N/A

.

Product re-ordering process enhanced
ERIKS Easy Order System helped beverage customer to optimise their stores

ISSUE
Leading beverage manufacturer Heineken, approached their local ERIKS Service Centre
requesting assistance and advice regarding the way their stores are stocked and replenished.
They were looking for a solution that would make items far easier to locate and the re-ordering of
those products far more effective than their existing process.

OTHER BENEFITS
▪ Reduced purchase orders raised
▪ Increased time efficiency

FURTHER COMMENTS...

SOLUTION
To assist the customer in solving this issue, their local Service Centre sourced and fitted a
number of ERIKS storage bins with location templates to help find products with greater ease.
The ERIKS E-Business team then got involved and assisted in the creation and implementation
of barcode labels and a scanner for the Service Centre to use.
The Service Centre now go into Heineken on a weekly basis and scan any items that are
identified for replenishment. The order is then passed into the ERIKS Easy Order System that
sends an electronic order into the ERIKS stock system for sourcing. The goods arrive and are
placed into the relevant bin locations at Heineken.

"I was very impressed with the
installation of the ERIKS vendor
managed inventory system in our
workshop. The system has run
smoothly since it was set up a year
ago, and the set up looks very
professional. It has helped to reduce
the number of purchase orders we
need to raise, and has saved a
considerable amount of engineering
time by ensuring continual access to
consumable items and critical
fittings".
Maintenance Manager
Heineken UK Ltd
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